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The Request for Proposals for new fixed-roof accommodation
in BC provincial parks received proposals for four parks:
Mount Robson, Elk Lakes, Maxhamish Lake and Cape Scott.
The government has announced that three proposals will go on
through the approval process, including a controversial fly-in
fishing operation in one of the parks.

In July, Environment Minister Barry Penner announced the
BC government had issued Requests for Proposals for fixed-
roof accommodations in 12 BC Parks, 10 of which are new
opportunities, while two relate to existing facilities where new
operating agreements are being sought. 

The strategy, announced July 27, has been controversial
because it allows private for-profit development within public
park boundaries, has proceeded without public consultation,
lacks tools to limit expansion of private facilities, promotes
helicopter traffic, and allows foreign multinational corporations
to develop in BC parks, says the Campaign for BC Parks (a
coalition of over 14 environmental groups in BC). 

‘The environmental community has been very clear on this
issue: private lodges and resorts belong outside of parks, not
within,’ commented Gwen Barlee, spokesperson for the
Campaign for BC Parks. ‘We are pleased to work with
prospective developers to ensure operations are appropriately
situated in gateway communities outside of parks, but if
developers choose to build within park boundaries we will take
a targeted message to their marketplace expressing our
concern.’ 

‘Thankfully, most developers realize that the public,
environmental organizations and local communities are
opposed to these types of developments—so they did the right
thing and stayed out of our parks,’ said Barlee. 

Maxhamish Lake
Liard Air Ltd has been selected to design a lodge and boathouse
for Maxhamish Lake Provincial Park. The company is proposing
to design, construct and operate a 9.75-metre by 9.75-metre two-
storey building that will accommodate about 15 guests and a
6.10-metre by 9.14-metre boat building/shop with a dock.
Recreational services that would be offered  include fishing,
wildlife and northern lights viewing, cross-country skiing and
snowshoeing.

The company has experience in developing and marketing
tourism-based accommodation facilities and related services in

northeastern BC. The firm owns and operates the Northern
Rockies Lodge within Muncho Lake Provincial Park, and runs a
fly-in fishing and eco-tour business in the region.

This proposal has been met with criticism from
environmental groups. ‘Exclusive fly-in lodges should be situated
outside of BC Parks–after all, 86% of the province is already
open for development,’ commented Barlee. 

BC government staff have expressed concerns about fishing
pressures in Maxhamish Lake Provincial Park should the
proposed lodge development proceed, as well trepidation over
the impact fly-in traffic would have on nesting waterfowl, says
the Campaign for BC Parks. 

Mount Robson 
The Alpine Club of Canada has been selected to design an eco-
lodge for Mount Robson Provincial Park. The club is proposing
ecologically sensitive accommodation that will provide both
winter and summer recreation opportunities. The proponent
has a long and successful history of providing a wide variety of
outdoor alpine related experiences, operating and maintaining
mountain huts, and is familiar with operating in BC Parks.

Elk Lakes Provincial 
The Alpine Club of Canada has also been selected to operate
existing recreational facilities within Elk Lakes Provincial Park.

The club will manage, operate, improve and maintain the
existing cabin, campgrounds and trails, and provide
appropriate recreational services within the park. The
proponent plans to upgrade the cabin at Elk Lakes, as well as
the grey water system. The upgrade will not extend beyond the
existing footprint, and ownership of the facilities will remain
with the Province.

Process for Proposals
As per the terms of the Request for Proposals, the accepted
proponents will now be invited to enter into a process
agreement with the Ministry of Environment. The agreement
outlines proponent and ministry responsibilities regarding the
completion of impact assessments and consultations.
Depending on the outcome of these processes, a park-use
permit may be issued. 

The successful proponent is responsible for the completion
of agency, stakeholder and public consultations. The ministry is
responsible for consultation with First Nations and, where
necessary, accommodation of First Nations’ interests. 0
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